The value of the trees removed in fuel reduction thinning and restoration treatments could be enhanced if the wood were effectively evaluated and sorted for quality and highest value before delivery to the next manufacturing destination. However, past studies indicated that costs for running a log sort yard for small-diameter logs could outweigh the revenue generated by sorting and pre-processing those logs. This study was to evaluate the financial feasibility of running a log sort yard that serves as a log market to buy and sell small-diameter logs in western Montana. We modeled a log sort yard to process and sort small-diameter logs to seven products (sawlogs, house logs, stud logs, peeler logs, post & pole, pulpwood, and hog fuel). The financial feasibility of a log sort yard would largely depend on prices that the yard pays and product revenues that the yard receives from selling sorted and processed logs. The delivered log input costs represent 78.1% of the total sales revenue while the yard's operating costs account for 17.7% of the revenue. The log sort yard operating cost was $3.85/piece or $71.46/MBF. Species and product types were important factors determining gross revenues. Douglas-fir would make the biggest contribution to the yard's gross margin since this species both represents the largest volume (45% of the log) into the log sort yard and produces high value products (house logs and veneer logs).
Introduction
The value of the trees removed in fuel reduction thinning and restoration treatments can be enhanced if the wood can be effectively evaluated and sorted for quality and highest value before delivery to the next manufacturing destination. However, past studies indicate that costs of operating a small-diameter log sort yard often outweigh the revenue generated by sorting and pre-processing those logs (Sessions et al. 2005 ; Dramm et al. 2003; Sedney 1992 ). Smalldiameter logs often yield lower product value and cost substantially more to process on a per unit (volume) basis than large-diameter logs. For example, it takes about four times as many 6-inch small-end diameter logs to equal the same volume found in 12-inch small-end diameter log of the same length (Barbour 1999) . Small softwood logs also have relatively uniform log quality, leaving less opportunity to improve value recovery that may cover expenses incurred in preprocessing and sorting these logs into different grades (Dramm et al. 2002) .
Log procurement costs and value recovery of log products are highly variable depending on local economic conditions in the forest products industry and resource availability, while log sort yard costs can be somewhat controlled by effective business and operations planning. The operational objectives of a log sort yard should be clearly identified, and then a proper business plan needs to be developed (Howe and Bratkovich 1995, Safranski and Kwon 1991) . In our study, a sort yard is proposed to 1) improve utilization of small logs from fuel reduction thinning and restoration treatments; 2) process a mix of logs with various quality and wood properties to desired specifications for diverse wood processing firms; 3) improve and expand local wood processing business by providing a consumer-specified supply of raw material to optimum end-uses; and 4) provide inventory and sorting services.
Under these objectives, a team of USDA Forest Service and university researchers was assembled to conduct a market analysis for small wood and forest biomass-based products and evaluate the costs and benefits of a centralized processing and sorting system (i.e. log sort yard) in conjunction with a series of fuel reduction treatment scenarios on a landscape level. The specific objectives of this study were to evaluate: the financial feasibility of running a log sort yard factors critically affecting financial feasibility sensitivity analyses on key cost and revenue factors, and cost components in log sort yard operations
Log Supply
In order for a log sort yard to be successful, it must have a steady supply of diverse logs with varying characteristics that are recognized in the marketplace (e.g. size, species, grade, etc. 
Sort yard Operations and Financial Analysis
Log sort yard design considerations and operations highly depend on the volume and number of logs to be handled, sorting and processing requirements, and inventory options. Based on the log supply information, a medium size sort yard as defined by Sinclair and Wellburn (1984) would efficiently handle up to 250MBF/day of log volume. The basic functions of a log sort yard include receiving/scaling, unloading, transport, grading, merchandising, sorting, reloading, and log storage/inventory. Log sort yard equipment for each function was selected based on the equipment selection guide from Dramm et al. (2002) and personal communications with log sort yard operators and forest products professionals The financial analysis was performed using the Log Sort Yard Cash Flow Analysis (LSY) model (Bilek, 2008) . LSY is an integrated financial model which provides ten-year cash flows and before-and after-tax net present values (NPV), internal rates of return (IRR) and other financial information. It can also be effectively used for break-even and sensitivity analysis to estimate maximum log procurement costs that maintain a desired return on investment. The assumptions shown in Tables 1 and 2 were made to perform the financial analysis of a log sort yard handling small-diameter logs. Table 1 . Delivered product output values (2007) by species and product types which include costs of hauling products from the log sort yard to markets in western Montana. 
Results and Discussion
Financial feasibility of running a log sort yard Based on the log input and commercial equipment data supplied, the preliminary financial feasibility of a log sort yard processing a mix of mostly small-diameter logs in western Montana looks promising. The financial indicators are shown (Table 3) . 2 Internal rate of return over and above an inflation rate (3%) 3 Net present values before finance & tax and before tax are discounted at 11.6% 4 Net present value after tax is discounted at 7.0%
An investor would earn a 24.3% internal rate of return after accounting for inflation and income taxes from the log sort yard business under the assumptions that were made in the economic analysis including an average delivered log input value of $300/MBF. The present value of additional after-tax profits is about $2.38 million. This present value is in addition to the calculated weighted average nominal after-tax return on capital of 7.0%. The importance of the various cost factors could be seen by looking at their relative importance with respect to sales revenues since all costs must first be deducted from revenues before profits can be determined. At $300/MBF, the delivered log input cost represents 78.1% of the total sales revenues earned by the proposed sort yard over a 10-year period ( Table 4 ). The percentage of delivered log input costs to the total cost is quite sensitive to the price change for the logs being delivered to the log sort yard. This explains why the real after-tax IRR sharply decreases with increases of the average delivered log input costs, and reinforces the importance of procuring logs at the lowest possible per unit cost.
The second largest cost factor was the sort yard operating cost, which represents 17.7% of the total sales revenue (Table 4) . Within the operating cost, the direct production cost including wages for hourly employees and machine operating cost share the largest component (10.2% of the total sales revenues), followed by the capital investment ($2,274,000 at Year 0) in major equipment (3.8% of the total). It should be noted, however, that equipment should be selected to reflect the work load for each piece of equipment and put together in a system that will perform its function at high efficiency and minimum cost. While the operating cost could be controlled and minimized through well-designed project planning and efficient operations, delivered log input prices and product output prices normally depend on market conditions (i.e. beyond an investor's control). Fixed and overhead costs in Table 7 include land & building, labor for salaried employees, and other administrative expenses. Table. 4. Summary of cost and revenue.
Product value recovery at the log sort yard The yard would make its largest margins by handling Douglas-fir. This species accounts for 45 percent of the total volume but 46.8 percent of the total gross margin. In contrast, subalpine fir and grand fir had negative gross margins at an input cost of $300/MBF. This means that the yard would be losing money by processing these species. Veneer logs and sawlogs should be the first choice to produce since these products allow recovering highest values and makes the largest contribution, representing 40% and 42% of the gross margin, respectively. Post & pole also generate a positive contribution (14%) to the gross margin. Pulp log and hog fuel would cause large losses if these were the primary products for logs delivered to the yard. These low-valued products will be inevitably produced as a result of the yard's merchandising process, but their production should be minimized as much as possible.
Log sort yard operating costs The proposed log sort yard operating cost based on pieces handled is projected to be $3.74/piece or $71.46/MBF including volume loss due to log breakage and processing loss. The proposed western Montana log sort yard should generate net revenues greater than $71.46/MBF to be financially feasible. At current log input price ($300/MBF) and market product prices, all the species (except subalpine fir and grand fir) coming into the log sort yard would generate net profit greater than $71.46/MBF. This result further emphasizes that log input price and product market value would greatly influence on the economic feasibility of a log sort yard. In the proposed yard, direct production costs account for $41.25/MBF, or nearly 60% of the operating costs, and these direct production costs are split closely between equipment operating costs (not including labor) of $17.83/MBF and total hourly wages and employee accessories costs of $23.42/MBF. Capital cost ($15.28/MBF), fixed costs and overhead (13.34/MBF) and working capital ($1.59/MBF) make up the remaining to $71.46/MBF. It should be noted that log input prices and log output market values may not be controlled, but operations efficiency in the proposed log yard should be maximized to lower total operating costs.
Conclusion
The financial feasibility of a log sort yard that processes primarily small logs largely depend on prices that the yard needs to pay and product revenues that the yard would receive from selling product outputs. Under most scenarios delivered log input prices represent two-thirds to three quarters or more of the total log sort yard cost, and it is critical for a log sort yard to procure logs at a minimum cost to be successful. It was further noted from the breakeven analysis that under the initial cost analysis and assumptions for the log market at the time of this analysis in western Montana, a medium-sized log sort yard should annually process at least 22,709 MBF of logs to earn the minimum after-tax required rate of return (7.0%) on investments.
The direct benefits of log merchandising at a centralized sort yard could be accomplished maximizing revenue to cover all the log sort yard costs and generate profits as a result of the sort yard operation. Species and product types are important factors determining gross revenues. Douglas-fir, accounting for 45 percent of the total volume, generates the largest margins (46.8% of the total gross margin) by sorting and merchandising those logs in a log sort yard. Subalpine fir and grand fir have negative gross margin at an input cost of $300/MBF. Sawlogs made the highest contribution to the total gross margin (42%), followed by veneer logs (40%) and post & pole (14%). House logs generated the highest individual product profit margin, but the total volume of house logs represented only 0.2% (or 3% of the gross margin).
Preliminary financial feasibility analysis for a log sort yard in western Montana processing largely smaller-diameter logs indicates that such a yard might be successful. Given the assumptions used in our analysis, the financial indicators of net present value and internal rate of return are favorable. The projected log sort yard operating costs of $3.74/piece input or $71.46/MBF indicate the magnitude of value that must be added by the sort yard operation in order for it to be financially viable. These cost figures suggest that the financial viability of a log sort yard handling mainly small-diameter logs (less than 10 inches in large-end diameter) in western Montana would be a challenge to achieve, although it looks possible under the assumed market conditions. It should be further noted that the success of any log sort yard would be highly depend on the ability of the yard to fill a function of improving value recovery and utilization that is not being realized for various reasons such as log supply and market conditions.
